


“Success is doing what you said you would do,

consistently, with clarity, focus, ease and grace.” -

M. Nemeth

We’ve heard and studied this definition of success for years, but

this morning, we’re going to take a bit deeper and notice how this

way of looking at success can also lead to a happy life.

How many of us grew up hearing that work had to be hard or it

wasn’t worth doing? Or that play always has to come after work?

Or that being “driven” was a good thing?

You might have noticed that in this coaching model, being

“driven” isn’t our focus. Creating goals worth playing for, and

living lives of satisfaction, fulfillment, meaning, harmony.... and

contribution is. 

Creating those lives is where all our tools come together. We

create goals based on our Life’s Intentions. We create actions to

accomplish those goals by looking, seeing and telling the truth.

We cross the border with ease by taking small, sweet steps,

getting support and celebrating each step.



We learn to recognize our monkey mind quickly, and shift our

attention to something much more interesting, like

demonstrating our Standards of Integrity.

We practice dismantling structures of knowing that no longer

serve us - including that we have to be constantly hustling and

grinding in order to be successful. 

Before we move into the power of alignment - of knowing when

enough is enough - let’s do a quick review of driven behavior.

Driven behavior is doing things over and over again, often

unconsciously, that result in no satisfaction or temporary

satisfaction. Symptoms include repetition, lack of enjoyment and

perfectionism. 

Do you feel like you’re always running late, or rushed, breathing

shallowly or experiencing tightness in your chest, not having any

fun, just frantically going from one thing to the next, getting

through your list, but never stopping to celebrate your

accomplishments?



Sound like you? Take a minute to complete the following

inventory.

___ I am tired most of the time.

___ I always seem to be in motion.

___ I get very frustrated if I can’t finish a task or if I’m interrupted and I

have to put it off until later.

___ On my day off, I have a list of things I must do before I can play or

rest; and, I rarely get to the play and rest part.

___ I often feel isolated from those I love.

___ By the time I do something I like, I am too tired to really enjoy it.

___ I feel guilty when I am resting or just taking a nap.

___ When I am doing something that should be fun and relaxing, I often

miss out on the fun because I am too preoccupied with what needs

to be done next.

___ I feel resentful because I am not doing the things I really want to do.

___ I feel that I have more responsibilities than most of my family or

friends.

___ I usually do things in a hurry, like gulp my food or throw on clothes.

___ I forget to take care of myself (do not eat, drink water, or use the

rest room) for long periods of time.

___ My friends and family tell me they are not seeing enough of me. Or,

when I am with them, they tell me I seem withdrawn or emotionally

removed.



If you can answer “yes” to most of those statements, you might

need to do a little more aligning, and a little less hustling!

So what do I mean by aligning? What we’re talking about here is

aligning with what is most important to us, what we call our life’s

intentions. Check out your most recent inventory. (We’ll attach a

fresh copy to the email with this recording.) Look at your 5's, and

ask yourself these questions:

Are you spending most of your money, time, physical

vitality, creativity, and relationship on your 5's? 

Are you enjoying your life? 

Or just getting through your day and your list?

Here’s another question: When is enough enough? When do we

have enough money, time, energy, friends, work, fun? How do

you define enough?

According to Wayne Muller in A Life of Being, Having and Doing

Enough:



“When we are unable to clearly identify what is enough of

anything, it can feel more and more difficult to recognize when to

stop striving or grasping in our desperate pursuit of everything.

Unless we feel some certainty that our work, our gift, our time,

our relationships, are, at the end of the day, enough, we may

never feel permission to stop.”

Remember what we read at the top of the call? “Embrace the

concept that rest, recovery and reflection are essential parts of

the progress towards a successful and ultimately happy life....”



What monkey mind might be coming up around this

conversation? Maybe a little either/or? Or comparison? Or

paranoia? What’s coming up for you?

Which of the six forms of energy are you best at focusing? Which

ones could use a little practice?

What determines your list for the day? Muller encourages us to

ask this question:

“When approaching a task, a responsibility, or some choice

between this and that, take a moment before you begin and ask

yourself: Am I truly able to say that I really love this? Or is it more

honest to say that I can handle this? You will know instantly which

is true.”

This reminds me of a concept, and practice, I’ve embraced this

year.... Just because I can do something, doesn’t mean I need to,

or should, do something.

So who, or what, determines your enough?


